Bitcoin symbol Bitcoin Wiki Bitcoin symbol By far the most commonly used symbol for Bitcoin is BTC, a capital
letter B with two falling strokes at the top and bottom This symbol was designed by Satoshi Nakamoto for the icon
of an early version of the original Bitcoin client, though the very first versions of the Bitcoin client used BC instead
of any special symbol. is for Bitcoin Why Why should the Bitcoin community adopt this symbol Since the birth of
Bitcoin, a large number of logos and symbols have been introduced. Is There a Bitcoin Ticker Symbol Money
Morning Unsurprisingly, Bitcoin also has two symbols to be used like a dollar sign to denote bitcoin amounts in
text One shown in the photo has double bars running through a capital B, but can t be created from a keyboard.
XBT Bitcoin US Dollar Stock quote CNNMoney Mar , Most stock quote data provided by BATS Market indices
are shown in real time, except for the DJIA, which is delayed by two minutes All times are ET Disclaimer
Morningstar Morningstar, Inc All Rights Reserved Factset FactSet Research Systems Inc. All rights reserved.
Looking for a Bitcoin Stock Symbol We ve Got Them All The preceding X denotes that Bitcoin is an international
currency linked to no particular country Bitcoin Stock Symbol No BTC BTC is of an abbreviation than a stock
symbol It sprung up because the Bitcoin sign, a capital B with a short horizontal line across the vertical stroke ,
requires a trip to the Symbol menu. BTC.CB Bitcoin USD Coinbase Stock Quote and News CNBC Get Bitcoin
USD Coinbase BTC.CB Exchange real time stock quotes, news and financial information from CNBC. Bitcoin
Wikipedia Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency and worldwide payment system It is the first decentralized digital currency,
as the system works without a central bank or single administrator The network is peer to peer and transactions take
place between users directly, without an intermediary. Bitcoin Price Index Real time Bitcoin Price Charts The
CoinDesk Bitcoin Price Index provides the latest and most accurate bitcoin price using an average from the world s
leading exchanges. Bitcoin millionaires buying Lamborghinis as symbol of Bitcoin millionaires are increasingly
looking to Lamborghinis as their supercar of choice. Bitcoin Investment Trust GBTC Stock Chart NASDAQ
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